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Ultrafast laser modification of transparent materials is an important technique enabling production of 3D photonic structures whose practical applications are rapidly widening. The physics behind laser-induced modifications is extremely rich and 
involves a variety of consecutive processes initiated by radiation absorption during the laser pulse and extending to millisecond 
timescales when the final structure becomes “frozen” in the material matrix. The quality of the final structures depends of the 
synergetic action of excitation of confined electron plasma, its relaxation with drawing matter into different thermodynamic 
states from soft heating to extreme conditions, generation of GPa pressures resulting in shock-induced material deformations, 
re-forming of covalent bonds upon photo-excitation of the material network. In this report, we will review the physical processes 
responsible for various forms of laser-induced modification in wide-bandgap materials, including volume nanograting formation. 
We will present the modeling results obtained on the basis of the Maxwell’s equations supplemented with equations describing the 
dynamics of the laser-induced electron plasma on the example of silica glass for typical experimental conditions. The temperature 
and associated stress levels are mapped in the laser energy absorption zone which may be foreseen at the end of electron – glass 
matrix relaxation, enabling to make conclusions on the routes of glass modification. Finally, the energy balance is considered, 
matching the free electron density and temperature with several threshold values (melting, plastic deformation, material failure 
with void formation, sublimation).
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It has been shown that conjugated polymers exhibit the unique electrical and optical properties of metal and semiconductors. These properties can be tailored as per requirement by manipulating the chains and other related parameters of the polymers. 
Poly phenylene venylene (PPV) and its soluble derivatives exhibiting photoluminescence with high quantum efficiency in aqueous 
solution at extremely low concentration of cationic electron acceptor have been studied. Its potential application as biosensor to 
detect protein, carbohydrate, nucleic acid or other antigens under variety of conditions is in progress.
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